McAfee MVISION Cloud Usage Reporting

1. Log into your McAfee® MVISION Cloud account (formerly Skyhigh).
2. From any home page or view within the account, hover over **Incidents** in the menu and select **User Activity > Activity Monitoring**.
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   This changes the view to **All Services** and totals.

3. In the Activity drop down menu, select the first service under All Services to view usage data.
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INSTRUCTIONS

If you don't see usage under User count, move to the next Service.

*Please note:* Service list is the default selection. It’s not customized per your purchases or Services in use.

Activity from **Amazon Web Services**

4. For the Service containing usage under User count, take a screen shot of the **Service** chart/graph. Make sure the Service, Date Range, and User Counts are visible.

Activity from **Box**

a. Date range should remain at default of 90 days or 12 weeks.

b. User Count provides # of unique user count that have received benefit from this product within the defaulted term.
INSTRUCTIONS

5. Save the screen shot to Desktop or preferred location.

   IMPORTANT: Please do not export data into CSV. Exporting does not provide the date range or User totals required for usage verification.

6. Repeat the process by selecting the next Service and taking a screen shot of the Service usage information. Repeat for all Services with usage.

7. Send all screen shots to your LCS Representative via email.